1.. Introduction {#S1}
================

Lipoproteins are molecular complexes that transport neutral lipids (cholesteryl esters and triglycerides) between tissues through the blood aqueous environment \[[@R4]\]. Human lipoproteins can be classified into high-density lipoproteins (HDLs), low-density lipoproteins (LDLs), intermediate-density lipoproteins (IDLs), very-low-density lipoproteins (VLDLs), and chylomicrons \[[@R5]--[@R8]\] based on their decreasing hydrated density in ultracentrifugation. All of these lipoproteins are composed of a central neutral lipid core and an outer shell of free cholesterol, phospholipids, and apolipoproteins \[[@R4]\]. Different lipoproteins utilize different apolipoproteins as scaffolds. Specifically, HDL primarily utilizes apolipoprotein A-I (apoA-I) as its scaffold protein; LDL, IDL and VLDL all use apolipoprotein B-100 (apoB-100, one of the largest proteins with molecular mass of \~550 kDa) as their major scaffold protein. IDL and VLDL also contain other proteins, including apolipoprotein Cs and E (with molecular mass of \< \~10 kDa and \~34 kDa respectively) \[[@R9]\]. Chylomicrons contain apoB-48, i.e., the N-terminal 48% of apoB-100. IDLs, which are cholesterol-enriched VLDL lipolytic remnants, have been reported to be an independent risk factor for cardiovascular disease (CVD) \[[@R10],[@R11]\]. In plasma, a portion of the IDL can be removed by LDL receptors on the liver surface, while other IDLs undergo further lipolysis to form LDLs \[[@R12],[@R13]\]. Moreover, IDLs accumulate cholesteryl esters (CEs) from HDLs with the help of CE transfer protein (CETP) \[[@R14]\]. The directional CE transfer from HDL to IDL may be related to the directional interaction of CETP with lipoproteins, i.e., the hydrophobic N-terminal distal end of CETP predominantly interacts with HDL \[[@R15]\]. However, it is still undetermined whether the hydrophobic N-terminal distal end of CETP prefers to interact with HDL rather than IDL due to a higher level of surface hydrophobicity \[[@R16]\]. Electron microscopy (EM) studies showed that i) smaller HDL particles bind higher amounts of CETP; ii) the amount of CETP bound can be greater than the number of copies of apoA-I in HDL, e.g., five CETP molecules can be observed on the surface of a recombinant HDL that contains three apoA-Is, suggesting a protein-lipid interaction mechanism, but not excluding a co-existent protein-protein interaction via either or both N and C-terminal distal ends of CETP \[[@R16]\]. There may also be binding involving lipoprotein surface oligosaccharides. However, IDL has a lipid surface similar to HDL, but with larger diameter. It is possible that the CETP N-terminal end binds to the IDL surface, but with less binding affinity.

Although there is pharmacological interest in IDL for prevention and treatment of CVD and for understanding the lipid-transferring mechanism of CETP, the three-dimensional (3D) structure of IDL is still unclear to date. The complex composition and wide size variation of IDLs (diameters ranging from 23 to 30 nm \[[@R17],[@R18]\]) have led to great challenges in studying their 3D structure via traditional structural biology methods, such as X-ray crystallography, nuclear magnetic resonance, and cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) single-particle reconstruction. This is because these methods need either crystallization or a highly homogeneous particle structure, which are both challenging for lipoproteins. Although recent progress in single-particle reconstruction \[[@R19]\] has made it possible to study the 3D structures of particles with multiple different conformations, it is challenging to apply this method for studying IDL particles which can vary in size and protein or lipid composition.

To explore the 3D structure and structural dynamics of IDL, we imaged human plasma IDL particles by using cryo-electron tomography (cryo-ET), and then reconstructed their 3D density maps from each individual IDL particle by using individual-particle electron tomography (IPET) method \[[@R20]\]. To verify the observed 3D structural features of IDLs, we also imaged them under different temperatures (below and above the phase transition temperature of IDL core lipid), and obtained 3D reconstructions of IDLs bound with an anti-apoB-100 antibody. The results show that IDLs have a polyhedral shape which deviates from the generally assumed spherical shape model \[[@R1]--[@R3]\]. This information gives fundamental clues for further studies of IDL function and interaction with other proteins, such as CETP.

2.. Results {#S2}
===========

2.1.. Two-dimensional (2D) imaging of IDL particles by cryo-EM {#S3}
--------------------------------------------------------------

An IDL sample from a healthy person was examined by cryo-EM techniques. The survey of cryo-EM micrographs ([Fig. 1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) showed evenly distributed particles. Further examination ([Fig. 1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) indicated that these particles vary greatly in size, ranging from 20 to 30 nm in diameter. Notably, in contrast to the generally held belief that IDLs are spherical emulsion-like particles \[[@R1]--[@R3]\], the particles, especially the smaller ones, displayed an angular shape with distinguishable surface vertices (indicated by arrows in [Fig. 1A and B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). The angular shape would be more likely to be observed by the cryo-EM technique with greater resolution than negative staining \[[@R21]\]. The consistency of IDL shape with the angular shape observed for VLDL \[[@R22]\] indicates that IDLs may have a polyhedral 3D shape similar to that of VLDL.

To verify that the observed angular shape is an intrinsic structural character of IDL instead of an artifact due to the crystallization of lipids in the IDL core (the IDL sample was frozen from 4 °C, which is below the lipid phase transition temperature of \~ 20 °C to \~ 40 °C), we repeated the above 2D imaging experiment using IDL samples frozen from \~40 °C to 45 °C, which is above the lipid phase transition temperature. The freezing process is so rapid (the temperature drops down in the order of 10^4^ to 10^5^ K/s) that the water molecules have insufficient time to form crystals, but are in an amorphous state \[[@R23],[@R24]\]. It is reasonable to believe that the lipid molecules in IDL would unlikely have sufficient time to undergo phase transition, especially considering the phase transition time of lipids in the range from milliseconds to seconds time scale, such as \~2 s for dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) \[[@R25]\].

The cryo-EM micrographs of the IDL sample frozen at temperatures above the lipid phase transition temperature ([Fig. 1C and D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) essentially show the same particle diameter range (from 20 to 30 nm) and confirm the angular morphologies observed above ([Fig. 1A and B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the angular shape is also more significant among smaller-size particles. The consistent observations in these experiments suggest that the angular shape is not an artifact arising from crystallization of the lipid core but an intrinsic structural character of IDL.

According to measured surface angles and particle diameters from \~760 IDL particles, the surface angle of an IDL particle is in general linearly distributed with respect to particle diameter. By dividing particle size into four groups (20--22, 22--24, 24--26, and 26--28 nm), the average size of the smallest surface angle in each group was found to be \~79.4 ± 12.4°, \~76.4 ± 9.5°, \~72.1 ± 9.3° and \~69.8 ± 9.6°, respectively ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). This linear relationship can also be observed for VLDL in a recent TEM study \[[@R22]\]. The larger surface angles observed for IDL compared to those observed for VLDL indicate that IDL is more angular than VLDL ([Fig. 1E](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Taking the data points (surface angle vs particle diameter) of IDL and VLDL together, an overall negative linear relationship between surface angle and particle diameter was found, i.e., Angle = −0.77 × (Diameter, in nanometer) + 92.

2.2.. 3D reconstruction of individual IDL particles by IPET {#S4}
-----------------------------------------------------------

The 2D imaging analysis described above shows that IDLs are very heterogeneous in size and are thus not appropriate targets for single-particle 3D reconstruction. We therefore chose the IPET technique \[[@R20]\] to obtain 3D density maps of individual IDL particles.

For IPET 3D reconstruction, the IDL cryo-EM sample was imaged from a series of tilt angles ranging from −60° to 60° in 3.0° increments at a magnification of 50 k× (each pixel corresponds to 0.24 nm) ([Fig. 2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) using a Zeiss Libra 120 cryo-TEM equipped with Gatan UltraScan 4 K × 4 K CCD. After contrast transfer function (CTF) correction of the tilt images, particles were picked out from images and then submitted to IPET 3D reconstruction, in which image alignments were iteratively refined to achieve an ab initio 3D density map (no human involved initial model was used). Only particles whose overall shape was visible through the entire tilt range were selected. The step-by-step refinement procedure and the intermediate results of a representative IDL particle are shown in [Fig. 2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. The final 3D density map of this particle was achieved at a 3D resolution of \~9.7 nm based on Fourier shell correlation (FSC) and a criterion of 0.5 ([Fig. 2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}; details are provided in the [Materials and methods](#S13){ref-type="sec"} section). This map (low-pass filtered at 8.0 nm) shows a polyhedral-shaped particle with a diameter of \~26 nm ([Fig. 2C, and D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Furthermore, the particle has an outer shell whose density is higher than that of the core, as shown by the slices of the final map at different heights ([Fig. 2F and G](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The average thickness of the shell is \~ 3 nm, which is similar to that of a phospholipid monolayer (for example, a thickness of \~2.5 nm for DPPC \[[@R26]\]). However, the thickness of the shell appears uneven, even after the density map was low-pass filtered at 8.0 nm. The uneven thickness of the shell may be related to the distribution of protein on IDL surface.

IPET processing was performed for a total of 16 IDL particles ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figs. S2--S15](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Video 1](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Table 1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The second 3D density map is presented ([Fig. 2H--M](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This particle was selected because it was also visible in raw tilt images ([Fig. 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). As in the reconstruction of the first particle, the alignment of tilt images of the second IDL particle was iteratively refined by using IPET to achieve an ab initio 3D density map ([Fig. 2H](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). The final map at a 3D resolution of \~9.6 nm showed that this particle is \~27 nm in diameter and is also polyhedral as for the first IDL particle ([Fig. 2I and J](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Moreover, the slices of the final map at different heights ([Fig. 2L and M](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) confirm the presence of a low-density core and a high-density polyhedral shell in the IDL.

A total of 16 density maps were obtained for 16 individual IDL particles. Seven representative maps are displayed in increasing order of sizes in [Fig. 2N](#F2){ref-type="fig"}. Each map shows a polyhedral shape ([Fig. 2N](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) formed by generally flat faces. To better represent the observed polyhedral shapes, we modeled these maps as polyhedrons. The polyhedrons were determined by following protocol: i) markers were manually placed on the density map to represent vertices, ii) the vertices were then connected to represent the edges between neighboring flat faces, and iii) the edges were finally grouped to represent the flat faces ([Fig. 2O](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). In this process, the edges with a dihedral angle (between flat faces forming the edge) larger than 20° were all measured for analysis. The obtained models have \~9--12 flat faces, and a few of the neighboring faces form dihedral angles near 90°. Notably, the density around the edges was generally higher than that within the flat surface ([Fig. 2P and Q](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Considering that protein is the highest-density component within an IDL particle, the spatial distribution of high densities may reflect the structure of the apolipoprotein(s) contained within IDL.

2.3.. 3D reconstruction of individual IDL-antibody complexes by IPET {#S5}
--------------------------------------------------------------------

To confirm that the observed polyhedral-shaped particles are IDL which uses apoB-100 as its scaffold protein, we selected an anti-apoB-100 antibody (mAB012) as a first antibody used to determine apoB-100 location by incubating it with the IDL sample, and then examined the IDL-antibody mixture using cryo-EM to test the binding of the antibody to the polyhedral particles.

The survey of cryo-EM micrographs of the IDL-antibody mixture showed the existence of angular-shaped particles ([Fig. 3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), as was observed in the IDL alone samples. Zoomed-in (magnified) views of these particles show that the smaller particles have more highly angular shapes ([Fig. 3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the morphology of IDL that is not bound to antibody. More importantly, some angular-shaped particles appear to be attached to a Y- or rod-shaped density whose dimensions are similar to those of the antibody ([Fig. 3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). The results confirm that these angular-shaped particles contain apoB-100, as expected for IDLs, and suggest that IDLs maintain their polyhedral 3D structure after binding to antibody.

To further verify that antibody-bound IDLs maintain their polyhedral 3D structure, 3D reconstructions of IDL-antibody complexes were performed. Again, due to the structural heterogeneity of the complexes, the IPET method was used to reconstruct the 3D density map of individual IDL-antibody complexes as performed above for IDL particles alone.

Cryo-EM samples of the IDL-antibody mixtures were imaged at a series of tilt angles from −60 ° to 60 ° in 1.5 ° increments ([Fig. 4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) by an FEI Tecnai TF20 cryo-TEM equipped with a Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detection camera. The tilt images were acquired at a magnification of 19 k × (each pixel corresponds to 0.19 nm) and a total dose of \~90 e^−^/Å^2^. IPET 3D reconstruction was performed on CTF-corrected images followed by iterative alignment refinement to achieve a final ab initio 3D density map. The particles were screened to include only those in which the bound antibody was visible throughout the entire tilt series ([Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, left panel). The step-by-step refinement procedures and the intermediate results for the first IDL-antibody complex are shown in [Fig. 4B](#F4){ref-type="fig"}. The final 3D density map was generated at a 3D resolution of \~6.7 nm based on FSC analysis and a criterion of 0.5 ([Fig. 4E](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The final map (low-pass filtered at 8.0 nm) shows a polyhedral-shaped particle (diameter of \~27 nm) with a Y-shaped protrusion (length of \~12 nm) ([Fig. 4C and D](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The polyhedral-shaped particle is IDL, and the Y-shaped protrusion is considered to be the bound antibody. Furthermore, this IDL is also composed of a low-density core and a high-density shell ([Fig. 4F and G](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), as observed for IDL particles without antibody.

By repeating the above IPET process, a second 3D density map of an IDL-antibody complex was reconstructed ([Fig. 4H--M](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The final 3D density map at a 3D resolution of \~6.2 nm shows that the second complex is a polyhedral-shaped particle (diameter of \~27 nm) with a \~16-nm-long protrusion ([Fig. 4I and J](#F4){ref-type="fig"}).

A total of seven density maps were reconstructed from seven representative individual IDL-antibody complexes, in which the anti-apoB-100 antibodies shown as the protrusions on surfaces of each complex confirmed that the polyhedral-shaped particles contained apoB-100 ([Fig. 4N](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figs. S16--S20](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Video 1](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Table 1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The polyhedral-shaped particles have similar sizes to that of IDL-alone particles ([Fig. 2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}), and the smaller particles show sharper surface angles ([Fig. 4O](#F4){ref-type="fig"}), consistent with the observed morphology of antibody-free IDLs.

The protrusions on polyhedral-shaped IDLs were \~12--17 nm long and were invariably perpendicular to the IDL surface. Considering that these protrusions are likely to correspond to antibodies, it seems that their estimated 3--4 nm thickness is not resolved by the map, whose resolution is \~5.5--6.5 nm. The reasons for observation of the antibody have been discussed in a previous IPET study of VLDL \[[@R22]\], i.e., i) the resolution from FSC analysis is likely underestimated, ii) the definition of resolution from FSC analysis is different from that of standard resolution, iii) visualizing a single object is easier than distinguishing two nearby points.

The locations at which polyhedral-shaped IDLs bind anti-apoB-100 antibodies gave us potential information about the location of apoB-100 on IDL. The 3D maps of IDL have shown that the edges of IDL particles have highest densities and are likely where apoB-100 is located ([Fig. 2P and Q](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Consistently, the 3D maps of IDL-antibody complexes show that IDL only bound antibody through its edges or vertices, but not faces (two representative IDL-antibody complexes are shown in [Fig. 4P and Q](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). These results confirm that apoB-100 is located at the edges of polyhedral-shaped IDLs and the faces of IDLs are mainly composed of lipids.

2.4.. 3D reconstruction of individual IDL-antibody-IDL complexes by IPET {#S6}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

As an antibody, mAB012, can bind two IDL particles simultaneously, the antibody can be used as a marker to identify the IDL through antibody-antigen interactions ([Fig. 5A](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). To further confirm the observed IDL-antibody-IDL complexes seen in 2D micrographs, 3D density maps of individual IDL-antibody-IDL complexes were reconstructed by IPET as described above for IDL-antibody complexes.

The tilt images of a representative targeted IDL-antibody-IDL complex were iteratively aligned by using IPET to achieve an ab initio 3D density map ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). This particle was selected since the two IDLs are visible in raw tilt images at low tilt angles ([Fig. 5B](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, left panel); the antibody is barely visible in several tilt images. The final 3D density map was generated at a 3D resolution of \~6.1 nm based on FSC analysis and a criterion of 0.5 ([Fig. 5E](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The map (low-pass filtered at 8.0 nm) shows two polyhedral-shaped particles of diameter \~27 nm bridged by a Y-shaped particle with a length of \~14 nm ([Fig. 5C](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The polyhedral-shaped particles, the Y-shaped particle, and their binding were all further verified by the 2D projections of the final map ([Fig. 5D](#F5){ref-type="fig"}).

A total of three density maps were obtained from three individual IDL-antibody-IDL complexes ([Fig. 5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}, [Supplementary Figs. S21--S22](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Video 1](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Table 1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These maps all show two polyhedral-shaped particles bridged by a Y- or a rod-shaped density ([Fig. 5F and G](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The Y- or rod-shaped densities always appear to be bound to polyhedral-shaped particles and to be oriented in a direction perpendicular to the particles, as for the antibodies bound to IDL in the IDL-antibody complexes described above.

2.5.. 3D reconstruction of individual antibodies by IPET {#S7}
--------------------------------------------------------

Despite the previous successful application of IPET to the study of the 3D structures of various proteins, it is not clear whether small proteins such as antibodies can be reconstructed using IPET based on cryo-ET data. During the validation of IPET reconstruction using IMOD (details in the [Discussion](#S8){ref-type="sec"} section), we observed that individual antibodies could be seen in the IMOD reconstruction. However, most antibodies displayed a rod shape rather than the generally accepted Y-shape. To check the resolution capability of IPET and validate the 3D structure of individual antibodies, we also used IPET to obtain 3D reconstructions of individual antibodies.

By repeating the above IPET 3D reconstruction, the tilt images of individual antibodies (low-pass filtered at 1 nm) were submitted to IPET 3D reconstruction ([Fig. 5J](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The final 3D density map was achieved by IPET at a resolution of \~6.0 nm ([Fig. 5M](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). The map filtered at 8.0 nm shows an \~17 nm Y-shaped particle ([Fig. 5K and L](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). One arm of the Y-shaped particle is positioned some distance from the other two arms, allowing us to measure its diameter as \~8 nm. The observed particle shape, particle size and domain size all agree with those reported for antibodies, suggesting that this Y-shaped particle is an antibody.

To further confirm the resolution capability of IPET, four additional individual antibodies were also processed by IPET 3D reconstruction ([Supplementary Figs. S23--S26](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Video 1](#SD3){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, [Supplementary Table 1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Four of the five obtained reconstructions show a clear Y-shape ([Fig. 5N](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). Only one reconstruction resembled an overall L shape; this may be due to the high flexibility of antibody structure. To further test the consistency of these reconstructions with known antibody structure, an antibody model (the crystal structure of human immunoglobulin G1, PDB entry 1HZH \[[@R27]\]) was flexibly docked into the reconstructions. The docking shows that the overall size and shape of the reconstructions are consistent with the structure of immunoglobulin G1 ([Fig. 5O](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). It should be noted that during docking, the two domains of reconstruction with similar size and less spherical shape ("L-" or "8-" shape) were treated as F~ab~ domains, considering that F~ab~ domains may become larger and less spherical due to glycosylation. Although we are not completely confident about this treatment, it should not change the basic result. These results confirm that IPET is able to capture structural features of small particles in cryo-ET.

The above experiments suggest that the observed IDL-antibody-IDL complexes are formed through the binding of an antibody molecule to two IDL particles simultaneously rather than by nonspecific interactions. Furthermore, the observation of IDL-antibody-IDL complexes indirectly suggests that the antibody used for labeling IDL was still functional and visible in 3D.

3.. Discussion {#S8}
==============

By using cryo-EM, cryo-ET and IPET techniques, we examined human plasma IDL particles under various conditions, i.e., above and below the phase transition temperature of lipid, and in the presence and absence of bound antibody. The TEM images showed that IDL is highly heterogeneous in both size and shape. The 3D density maps of individual IDL particles, IDL-antibody complexes, and IDL-antibody-IDL complexes all suggested that IDLs have a polyhedral 3D structure, and this is an intrinsic structural character of IDL which would not be affected by temperature and antibody binding. Besides, this structural character is more significant among small IDLs than large IDLs.

3.1.. Polyhedral shape of IDL {#S9}
-----------------------------

The cryo-EM images at above the phase transition temperature of IDL showed that the polyhedral nature of IDL was not related to the crystallization of lipids in the IDL core. However, it may still be questioned whether the high temperature specimen was being properly held above the phase transition temperature prior to vitrification or whether a phase-transition could occur during the actual vitrification process.

To confirm that the specimen was being held above the transition temperature before entering the liquid ethane bath instead of i) rapid evaporative cooling of the specimen during incubation at our humidity of 80%, and/or ii) the tip of the tweezer holding the grid may lead to specimen cooling, we used a thermometer to measure the temperature of the chamber, the tweezer, the EM grid and the specimen (sample solution) under our experimental conditions, e.g. 80% humidity under the setting temperatures of 45 °C and 8 °C respectively. The experiments showed that the measured temperatures of the chamber, tweezer, EM grid and the specimen (sample solution) were 46.2 °C, 45.6 °C, 43.2 °C and 42.2 °C, respectively when the setting chamber temperature was 45 °C and the humidity was 80% ([Supplementary Fig. S27](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In comparison, when the setting chamber temperature was 8 °C and the humidity was 80%, the measured temperatures of the chamber, tweezer, EM grid and specimen (sample solution) were 7.9 °C, 7.9 °C, 7.5 °C and 7.3 °C, respectively ([Supplementary Fig. S28](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The temperature variation was within \~6--8% of the setting temperature. These experiments confirmed that the chamber can, indeed, hold the sample temperature at above phase transition temperature prior to vitrification.

During the process of vitrification, the freezing of sample solution is sufficiently rapid to prevent lipid phase-transition based on our sample preparation protocol that has been well tested by others, including the structural changes in dengue virus which was captured when the specimen was incubated at 37 °C by cryo-EM \[[@R28],[@R29]\]. This is because the sample temperature drops down to liquid nitrogen temperature within milliseconds (in the order of 10^4^ to 10^5^ K/s) during the freezing process. As a result, the water molecules do not have sufficient time to form crystals, but are rather in an amorphous state \[[@R23],[@R24]\]. The starting temperature of the samples, \~42 °C to 45 °C, is significantly above the phase transition temperature of IDL, which should be similar to the phase transition temperature of LDL, 28--33 °C \[[@R30],[@R31]\]. The phase transition time for lipid is in the range from milliseconds to seconds \[[@R32],[@R33]\], such as \~2 s for dipalmitoyl phosphatidylcholine (DPPC) \[[@R25]\], but could even be minutes or hours to have transition fully completed on cooling \[[@R34]\]. The transition time is significantly longer than the freezing process. It is reasonable to believe that the lipid molecules in IDL would be unlikely to have sufficient time to undergo phase transition. Moreover, previous cryo-EM studies based on synthetic lipid vesicles showed the phase transition phenomena could not occur during the cryo-EM specimen process due to the short time scale of sample cooling and vitrification (\< 1 ms) \[[@R35]\]. Thus, the polyhedral nature of IDL was not related to the crystallization of lipids in the IDL core.

3.2.. Validation of IPET 3D reconstruction {#S10}
------------------------------------------

Cryo-ET has shown its capability to achieve 3D reconstruction with resolution beyond 2 nm by sub-volume averaging, such as in the studies of the 26S proteasome \[[@R36]\] and the nuclear pore complex \[[@R37]\]. Although the averaging increases the resolution of 3D reconstruction by reducing noise and filling the missing wedges, it could also average away the flexible portions of an imaged structure. Thus, in the study of flexible proteins, 3D reconstruction based on individual protein particles represents a fundamentally more advanced technique.

To verify our 3D reconstructions obtained using IPET, another widely used software, IMOD \[[@R38]\], was used to perform 3D reconstruction using the same IDL-antibody cryo-ET data that were used in IPET. The final IMOD 3D reconstruction ([Supplementary Fig. S1B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, low-pass filtered at 10.0 nm) and the 2D projection of the final 3D ([Supplementary Fig. S1A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, low-pass filtered at 2.0 nm) both validate the existence of IDLs. Among \~40 IDL particles, \~75% were bound with Y- or rod-shaped antibodies (the IDL:antibody molar ratio was 1:2.3). The observation of IDL and IDL-antibody complexes also by using the third party software IMOD confirms the capability of IPET for 3D reconstruction of individual IDLs and IDL-antibody complexes.

Although the IMOD 2D projection ([Supplementary Fig. S1A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) and 3D reconstruction ([Supplementary Fig. S1B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) also showed the angular-shaped IDL particles as observed in the IPET 3D reconstructions and projections, zoom-in views of those particles\' 3D reconstructions show the quality of the 3Ds is relatively low. As a result, we had to low-pass filter at 10 nm in order to show the 3D structure. Besides, a significant missing-wedge artifact can be observed on the IMOD 3D reconstructions ([Supplementary Fig. S1C to S1F](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The results suggest that the IPET 3Ds have a higher resolution/quality than those from IMOD because the IPET 3D is more consistent with the raw micrographs. The capability of IPET 3D reconstructions was also validated with other macromolecules, including antibodies \[[@R39],[@R40]\], CETP bound to liposomes \[[@R16]\], VLDL alone and VLDL bound to antibody \[[@R22]\], 84-base-pair double-stranded DNA \[[@R41]\], DNA origami \[[@R42]\], contactin-associated protein-like 2 alone and its complex with contactin 2 \[[@R43]\], and neurexin 1α \[[@R44]\]. Our success in obtaining higher-resolution 3D reconstruction of single proteins may be a benefit from a unique strategy in our IPET method, i.e., using local small-sized images rather than large whole micrographs for 3D reconstruction, which could reduce the alignment error due to image distortion \[[@R20]\].

Before IPET 3D reconstruction, the CTF of 2D tilt series was corrected by TOMOCTF software \[[@R45]\], in which phase flipping was used based on the strip-wise tilt-aware method. The phase flipping method is a typical and safe option for CTF correction that has been used for a long period in cryo-EM and cryo-ET \[[@R46],[@R47]\], and that can avoid the enhancement of noise and generation of the strong high resolution artifacts by using a large B-factor in the amplitude correction option during CTF correction \[[@R48]\]. It was suspected that the observed polyhedral shape and high-density shells of IDL were related to the amplitude corrections. We therefore conducted the CTF amplitude correction on the IDL-antibody raw images. The raw images of two representative particles in [Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"} were submitted for amplitude correction by the Wiener filter under two parameters of 0.5 and 0.25 using TOMOCTF software \[[@R45]\], in which the parameters should avoid noise-over-shooting as suggested in the program. The images after amplitude correction showed a similar image contrast to that of the phase flipped ones, but looked noisier ([Supplementary Figs. S29 and S30](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). More importantly, the IPET 3D reconstructions showed that the density maps were nearly identical to those without CTF amplitude corrections ([Fig. 4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). The polyhedral shape and high-density shells of IDL were still clear and well maintained. These results suggest that the amplitude correction did not provide additional benefit to the image and 3D reconstruction in our case.

Notably, the above TOMOCTF amplitude correction was only conducted on the spatial frequencies beyond the first maximum of the CTF \[[@R45]\]. One could still question whether the uncorrected amplitude of low frequencies impact the result significantly. An accurate CTF correction on the low-resolution amplitude is impossible theoretically. This is because the amplitude of CTF at low resolution significantly overlaps the amplitude of the central electron beam (including non-scattering beam), which generates the highest amplitude and image background. Although the CTF at low-resolution turns to zero, the overlap causes the low resolution amplitude to be higher than any of the maximal peaks of CTF. As a result, a perfect CTF correction by multiplying by the reciprocal of the low resolution CTF would infinitely weight the background and reduce the image contrast. The effects of the central beam can be roughly reduced by high-pass filtering, but cannot be eliminated completely.

To demonstrate the effect of the low-resolution amplitude on the 3D reconstruction, we conducted the following three tests. The first test was to reduce the contribution of the low-resolution amplitude via high-pass filtering on the 2D images at the first maximum of the CTF (green lines in [Supplementary Figs. S31A and S32A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). In this case, both the contribution of the center beam and the CTF effects on the low-resolution amplitude were mostly eliminated (green lines in [Supplementary Figs. S31C and S32C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the particles in the filtered 2D images were nearly invisible (third columns in [Supplementary Figs. S31B and S32B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the 3D reconstructions showed that the polyhedral shape and high density shell were still remained though they became weaker (third column in [Supplementary Figs. S31D and S32D](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The densities of the surface binding antibody (shown in the pink color) and core neutral lipids were enhanced.

The last two tests were to enhance the contribution of the low-resolution amplitude at two levels via manipulating the low-resolution amplitudes by two curves respectively, i.e., the reciprocal of the low resolution averaged CTF and its square root (the blue and yellow lines in [Supplementary Figs. S31A and S32A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 2D images showed that, although the particle contrasts were enhanced, the background became uneven ([Supplementary Figs. S31B and S32B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The 3D reconstruction from the images multiplied by the square root of the reciprocal of the low resolution averaged CTF ([Supplementary Figs. S31A--B and S32A--B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) showed the polyhedral shapes of IDLs were still maintained and the high densities were still presented in the shell (fourth columns in [Supplementary Figs. S31D and S32D](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). However, the density of the binding antibody became weaker. The existence of antibody on the surface of IDLs had been confirmed by the raw 2D images and 3D reconstruction of IMOD. By further increasing the low-resolution amplitude (blue lines in [Supplementary Figs. S31C and S32C](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) via multiplying the image amplitudes by the reciprocal of low resolution averaged CTF (blue lines in [Supplementary Figs. S31A and S32A](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), the background of the 2D images turned more uneven (last columns in [Supplementary Figs. S31B and S32B](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Although the polyhedral shape and the high density shell were still barely maintained in the 3D reconstructions, the densities of the binding antibody became even weaker and nearly invisible (last columns in [Supplementary Figs. S31D and S32D](#SD1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). These results suggest that correction of the low resolution CTF amplitude can also increase the amplitude of the center beam and background. The enhancement of central beam contribution can eliminate the density of the binding antibody. Thus, the usage of low-resolution amplitude correction needs caution. In brief, based on above tests we believe that the polyhedral shape and high-density shells are intrinsic structural features of IDL, instead of low resolution CTF artifacts.

3.3.. Polyhedral structure of IDL and VLDL {#S11}
------------------------------------------

The 3D reconstructions obtained in this study show that IDL displays a polyhedral structure that is similar to the previously observed structure of VLDL \[[@R22]\]. Moreover, smaller IDL and VLDL are predominantly polyhedral, as suggested by the negative linear relationship between the surface angles and the diameters of IDL and VLDL, i.e., angle = −0.77 × (diameter) + 92.

The smaller IDLs or VLDLs are, the more polyhedral they are. In theory, a spherical object has the smallest surface for a given volume. If we reduce the core volume, but maintain the surface area, the particle would become more edgy, so that the smaller particles would be more edgy. Similarly, as IDLs and VLDLs become smaller due to the loss of core lipids during lipolysis but maintain their surface areas, they become increasingly polyhedral. Otherwise, a gap between the IDL core and its surface would be formed, which is an unrealistic conformation in the aqueous environment of the blood. Considering that the edge has high density, apoB and other apolipoproteins, such as apoE and apoCs, are more likely to be located at the edges of IDL particles.

The above theoretical prediction is based on an assumption that the surface area of protein in IDL is maintained when particle size changes. This assumption is not always fulfilled, because the apolipoproteins in IDL may undergo conformational changes or glycosylation, or even be removed during lipolysis. To address this problem and get a better understanding of IDL structure, future studies using multiple antibodies or mass-spectroscopy are needed to identify the presence and location of all proteins in IDLs during lipolysis.

3.4.. IDL surface structure and its potential biological relevance {#S12}
------------------------------------------------------------------

The 3D reconstructions of IDL obtained in this work show that the flat surfaces of polyhedral-shaped IDLs are relatively lower in density than the edges. Based on our 3D reconstructions of IDL-antibody complexes, it is the edge, not the surface, of IDL that binds to anti-apoB-100 antibody mAB012. These results suggest that the apolipoproteins of IDL are mainly located on the edges, while the flat surfaces of IDLs are mainly formed by lipids.

The lipids on a flat surface would have less hydrophobic portions (fatty acid chains) exposed to the aqueous environment than lipids on a curved surface. On the other hand, the amphipathic apolipoproteins at the edges of IDLs could protect the hydrophobic edges of flat lipid surfaces from the aqueous environment. As a result, our proposed model for IDL surface structure, i.e., flat lipid monolayer surfaces wrapped by apolipoprotein edges, is an energetically preferred model in the plasma compared with models with curved lipid monolayers or lipid bilayers.

Considering that with greater surface curvature, the more hydrophilic phospholipid-charged head groups are farther apart and the more inner hydrophobic portions of lipids are exposed to solution \[[@R49]\], the flat lipid surfaces of IDL are less hydrophobic than the curved lipid surfaces. The spherical form of mature HDL (after cholesterol esterification by lecithin cholesterol acyltransferase), the majority of plasma HDL, has been reported repeatedly \[[@R15],[@R50]--[@R56]\]. Therefore, IDL would have weaker binding affinity than HDL with hydrophobic proteins. This hypothesis is consistent with previous TEM observations wherein the N-terminal distal end of CETP, which is hydrophobic, binds to HDL, while the C-terminal distal end of CETP, which is less hydrophobic, binds to VLDL, IDL or LDL \[[@R15],[@R16],[@R57]\]. Considering smaller HDL binds more CETP molecules than large HDL \[[@R16]\], which suggests that CETP binds HDL via protein-lipid interaction, this hypothesis indicates that the CETP N-terminal end binds directionally to HDL via hydrophobic interactions with the HDL lipid surface. The directional binding of CETP to lipoproteins could facilitate the directional transfer of CE from HDL to LDL, IDL or VLDL. Moreover, this hypothesis is also consistent with the finding that the majority of CETP in plasma is bound with HDLs, possibly related to the higher hydrophobicity of HDL than other lipoproteins. Future studies of the detailed organization of lipids and proteins on lipoprotein surfaces are needed to confirm the hydrophobic interaction between the CETP N-terminal end and lipoproteins, and to determine whether additional protein-protein interactions are required for the directional binding of the CETP C-terminal end.

IDL is presumably a precursor of LDL; however, LDL has been shown to have a discoidal shape \[[@R58]\] and thus appears to have an entirely different structure from that of IDL. It remains unclear how such a structural transformation could occur and how different apolipoproteins play roles in this transformation. One possibility is that the IDLs that form LDL have a different structure. As far as we know, no such intermediate between IDL and LDL has been observed in plasma, possibly because in the steady state these particles have already been converted to LDL. In that case, the IDL observed in this study would represent remnants that are more slowly cleared; these remnants may not be the precursors of classical LDL. Individuals with very high LDL levels may accumulate IDL precursors in plasma due to LDL receptor clearance defects; if so, their IDL particles might present an appearance that differs from that of the IDL particles found in normal individuals. Thus, future study of IDLs from individuals with very high LDL levels is warranted. Comparison of this type of IDL with normal IDL and LDL, especially their protein composition, could provide fundamental clues to uncovering the mechanism of IDL reshaping.

In this study, we explored the 3D structure of IDL by reconstructing the 3D density maps from each individual IDL particle and IDL-antibody complex using the IPET technique. The results show that IDL particles have a polyhedral shape, and are composed of low-density cores and high-density shells. The shell is formed by several flat surfaces connected by high density edges. The edges, but not the surface, bound with anti-apoB-100 antibody, suggesting the IDL surface is composed of flat lipids framed by amphipathic apolipoproteins. The polyhedral-shaped IDL has a structure similar to that of VLDL, consistent with a precursor-product relationship. However, both VLDL and IDL differ significantly in structure from the commonly accepted discoidal shape of LDL, and contain more apoE and apoCs than those present in LDL, and thus the structural changes that accompany the formation of LDL from VLDL and IDL precursors will require future study.

4.. Materials and methods {#S13}
=========================

4.1.. IDL and antibody {#S14}
----------------------

Human IDLs were isolated from the plasma of a healthy individual by non-equilibrium density gradient ultracentrifugation at 40,000 rpm for 6 h at 17 °C in a Beckman SW41 rotor \[[@R17]\]. Mouse monoclonal antibody mAB012, whose epitope is located within the first 20 N-terminal residues of human apoB-100, was obtained from Chemicon (EMD Millipore Corporation, CA, USA). The antigen-antibody complex was then prepared by incubating IDLs and mAB012 in a molar ratio of 1:2.3 at 4 °C overnight.

4.2.. Preparation of cryo-EM specimens {#S15}
--------------------------------------

Cryo-EM samples of IDL and IDL-antibody mixture were prepared using a Leica EM GP plunge freezer (Leica, Buffalo Grove, IL, USA) equipped with a chamber for controlling the temperature and humidity during sample preparation. Prior to specimen preparation, the IDL sample was pre-incubated at temperatures below (8 °C) and above (45 °C) the lipid phase transition temperature (from \~20 to 40 °C) in a water bath for at least 30 min. The temperature of the plunge-freezer chamber was pre-set to the pre-incubation temperature, and the relative humidity was maintained at 80%. During specimen preparation, an aliquot (\~3 μL) of pre-incubated IDL or IDL-antibody mixture solution (molar ratio 1:2.3) was applied to a glow-discharged lacey carbon grid (LC200-Cu, Electron Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA, USA). The grid was flash-frozen after blotting by filter paper, and finally transferred to liquid nitrogen for storage.

4.3.. Cryo-EM un-tilted data acquisition {#S16}
----------------------------------------

Cryo-EM un-tilted images were acquired by using a Zeiss Libra 120 Plus TEM (for IDL and IDL-antibody mixture) and a FEI Tecnai TF20 TEM (IDL-antibody mixture). On the Zeiss Libra 120 Plus TEM which was operated at 120 kV high tension, the images were acquired at a magnification of 50 k× (each pixel corresponds to 0.24 nm) using a Gatan UltraScan 4 K × 4 K CCD and an in-column energy filter. A 75-μm-diameter condenser aperture was used to select only the central portion of the electron source, and a 50-μm-diameter objective aperture was used to increase micrograph contrast. On the FEI Tecnai TF20 TEM which was operated at 200 kV high tension, the images were acquired at a magnification of 19 k× (each pixel corresponds to 0.19 nm) using a Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detection camera.

4.4.. Cryo-ET data acquisition {#S17}
------------------------------

Tilt image series of IDL cryo-EM samples were collected from −60° to +60° in 3° increments using a Zeiss Libra 120 Plus TEM (Carl Zeiss NTS) equipped with an in-column energy filter and a Gatan UltraScan 4 K × 4 K CCD. During data acquisition, the Gatan tomography module (Gatan Inc., Pleasanton, CA, USA) operated in Advanced Tomography mode was used to track the specimen and maintain defocus at \~2.0 μm. The acquired tilt image series at magnification of 50 k× (each pixel corresponds to 0.24 nm) represents a total dose of \~60 e^−^/Å^2^.

Tilt image series of IDL-antibody mixture cryo-EM samples were collected from −60° to +60° at 1.5° increments on an FEI Tecnai TF20 TEM equipped with a Gatan K2 Summit direct electron detection camera. During data acquisition, the UCSF Tomography software package was used to automatically track the specimen and maintain defocus at \~7 μm. The acquired tilt image series at magnification of 19 k× (each pixel corresponds to 0.19 nm) represents a total dose of \~90 e^−^/Å^2^.

4.5.. IPET 3D reconstruction {#S18}
----------------------------

The acquired tilt image series were first aligned using IMOD \[[@R38]\]. CTF correction was then performed via TOMOCTF \[[@R45]\]. A subregion was extracted from the full-size tilt series to generate a particle tilt series that contained only a single particle. "Focused" 3D reconstruction was performed on the particle tilt series to alleviate the effects due to image distortion, tilt-axis variation, and tilt angle offset. In the IPET reconstruction \[[@R20]\], the particle tilt series was first back-projected into an ab initio 3D density map as the initial model. The refinement was then iteratively applied to improve the translational alignment of each tilted particle image to the computed projection. During the refinement, automatically generated Gaussian low-pass filters, soft-boundary circular masks and particle-shaped soft-boundary masks were sequentially employed to suppress noise around the particle. An improved model was then reconstructed based on the refined alignment at the end of each refinement. The 3D density map was reconstructed by Fourier-space back-projection (without weighting). Post-3D reconstruction processing was conducted to estimate the data in the missing wedge using our newly developed algorithm (manuscript in preparation). All obtained density maps were low-pass filtered at 8 nm using EMAN \[[@R59]\] and displayed using UCSF Chimera \[[@R60]\].

The resolution of 3D reconstructions was estimated by FSC analysis of two reconstructions that were separately generated using the odd- and even-numbered images of the aligned particle tilt series. Note that the generation of the FSC curve did not take into account the missing wedge since the missing data were estimated in our approach. The frequency where the FSC valve first drops to 0.5 was used to define the resolution of the IPET reconstruction. We used the 0.5 FSC criterion because this method, which is used to determine the resolution of single-particle reconstruction, gave lower resolution than other criteria.

4.6.. Building of IDL surface model {#S19}
-----------------------------------

To better present the overall polyhedral shape of IDL particles, each IDL particle was simplified to a polyhedron model. The protocol for building up these models is as follows: i) manually place markers on the surface of the density map (low-pass filtered at 8.0 nm) to represent vertices, ii) connect the vertices to represent the edges between flat faces of particle, and iii) finally group the edges to represent the flat faces. In this process, the edges with dihedral angles larger than 20° (angle between two nearby flat faces forming the edge) were identified.

4.7.. Validation of IPET 3D reconstruction {#S20}
------------------------------------------

IMOD \[[@R38]\], a widely used tomography 3D reconstruction program, was used to reconstruct the IDL-antibody tomography. In the absence of gold nanoparticles, fiducial markers were generated using the patch tracking function of IMOD. Based on these markers, images were aligned until achieving accuracy better than 1.3 nm. The aligned images were then submitted to weighted back-projection in IMOD to construct a 3D tomogram.

4.8.. Docking of antibody model {#S21}
-------------------------------

To estimate the consistency between antibody density maps reconstructed by IPET and the structure of antibody mAB012, we docked an antibody model into the density maps. The crystal structure of human immunoglobulin G1 (PDB entry 1HZH \[[@R27]\]), which is the same class of antibody as mAB012, was chosen as the initial model. The F~ab~ and F~c~ domains of the model were then separately docked into the density map envelope. During docking, the two domains of the density map that have similar size and shape (an "L-" or "8-" shape, less spherical than the other domain) were treated as F~ab~ domains.

Supplementary data to this article can be found online at <https://doi.org/10.1016/j.bbalip.2018.12.004>.
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Data deposition

The cryo-ET 3D density maps are available in the EM data bank as EMD-9069 to 9084 (for IDL particles), EMD-9085 to 9091 (for IDL-antibody complexes), EMD-9092 to 9094 (for IDL-antibody-IDL complexes), and EMD-9095 to 9099 (for antibodies). Details of these density maps and their corresponding EMDB entry numbers are listed in [Supplementary Table 1](#SD2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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![Cryo-EM images of IDL particles.\
(**A**) A survey cryo-EM image of IDL, which was incubated at 8 °C before plunge-freezing. (**B**) 25 representative IDL particles at 8 °C. (**C**) A survey cryo-EM image of IDL, which was incubated at 45 °C before plunge-freezing. (**D**) 25 representative IDL particles at 45 °C. Arrowheads indicate the vertices on the IDL particles. (**E**) \~760 IDL particles at 8°C were separated into 21-, 23-, 25-, and 27-nm-diameter groups (n = number of particles in each group). The average smallest surface angles of IDLs in each group are \~79, 76, 72, and 70°, respectively. The error bars represent the standard deviations. By combining previous data points of VLDL (shown in blue) \[[@R22]\], the surface angle was shown to have a negative linear relationship to particle diameter (angle = −0.77 × diameter (in nanometer) + 92). The inset shows one representative IDL particle and how its circumference and the smallest surface angle *θ* were identified. Survey images of A and C were high-pass filtered at 400 nm. Particle images in B and D were band-pass filtered between 1 and 40 nm. Scale bars: 50 nm in A and C; 20 nm in B and D.](nihms-1517240-f0001){#F1}

![3D reconstruction of IDL particles by IPET.\
(**A**) The IDL cryo-EM sample was imaged from a series of tilt angle for 3D reconstruction (band-pass filtered between 2 and 400 nm). (**B**) The tilt images (after CTF correction) of the first targeted individual IDL particle were gradually aligned to a common center via an iterative refinement process to achieve a 3D reconstruction by using IPET. Representative tilt images (image contrast reversed), projections of the raw, intermediate, and final 3D reconstruction of the particle at seven tilt angles are displayed. (**C**) Two orthogonal views of the final 3D reconstruction (low-pass filtered at 8 nm). (**D**) 2D projections of final 3D reconstruction in the same view directions as in subfigure C. (**E**) The resolution of the IPET 3D density map was \~9.7 nm by FSC analyses (based on two density maps reconstructed from odd- and even-numbered tilt images). (**F**) Projection of slices of the 3D map at different Z heights. (**G**) Iso-surface of slices of the 3D map at different Z heights. (**H--M**) IPET 3D reconstruction of the second IDL particle. (**N**) 3D density maps of seven representative IDL particles. (**O**) The same maps as shown in N overlapped with polyhedral models, which represent the overall shape of these particles. (**P**) The 3D density map of the first IDL particle displayed at two different contour levels (high contour level in cyan surface and low contour level in gray mesh). The high contour map represents high-density components in IDL, such as the apolipoproteins. (**Q**) The 3D density map of another representative IDL particle. Scale bars: 20 nm in A through O; 10 nm in P and Q.](nihms-1517240-f0002){#F2}

![Cryo-EM images of IDL-antibody mixture.\
(**A**) A survey cryo-EM image of the IDL-antibody mixture (high-pass filtered at 400 nm). Particles were unevenly distributed in vitreous ice. Zoom-in views of these particles show (**B**) 25 representative polyhedral-shaped particles and (**C**) five representative particles with Y- or rod-shaped protrusions (antibody). Particle images were band-pass filtered between 1 and 400 nm. Arrowheads indicate the vertices on the particles in B, and the protrusions in C. Scale bars: 50 nm in A; 20 nm in B and C.](nihms-1517240-f0003){#F3}

![3D reconstruction of IDL-antibody complexes by IPET.\
(**A**) The IDL-antibody cryo-EM samples were imaged from a series of tilt angles for 3D reconstruction (band-pass filtered between 5 and 150 nm). (**B**) The tilt images (after CTF correction) of the first targeted IDL-antibody complex were gradually aligned to a common center via an iterative refinement process to achieve a 3D reconstruction by using IPET. Representative tilt images (image contrast reversed), projections of the raw, intermediate, and final 3D reconstruction of the particle at seven tilt angles are displayed. (**C**) Two orthogonal views of the final 3D reconstruction (low-pass filtered at 8 nm); the arrow indicates the antibody. (**D**) 2D projections of final 3D reconstruction in the same view directions as in subfigure C. (**E**) The resolution of the IPET 3D reconstruction was \~6.7 nm by FSC analyses (based on two density maps reconstructed from odd- and even-numbered tilt images). (**F**) Projection of slices of the 3D map at different Z heights. (**G**) Iso-surface of slices of the 3D map at different Z heights. (**H--M**) IPET 3D reconstruction procedure of the second IDL-antibody complex. (**N**) 3D density maps of seven IDL-antibody particles. (**O**) The same maps as shown in N overlapped with polyhedral models, which represent the overall shape of the IDLs. The densities arising from the antibody are shown in pink. (**P**) The 3D density map of the first IDL-antibody complex displayed at two different contour levels (high contour level in cyan surface and low contour level in gray mesh); the antibody portion is shown in pink. The high contour map represents the high-density components in IDL, such as the apolipoproteins. (**Q**) The 3D density map of the second IDL-antibody complex. Scale bars: 20 nm in A through O; 10 nm in P and Q.](nihms-1517240-f0004){#F4}

![3D reconstruction of IDL-antibody-IDL complexes and antibodies alone by IPET.\
(**A**) Three representative views of the tilt series of an IDL-antibody cryo-EM sample showing IDL-antibody-IDL complexes (band-pass filtered between 2 and 400 nm). Arrows indicate the antibody. (**B**) The tilt images (after CTF correction) of the first targeted IDL-antibody-IDL complex were submitted to IPET reconstruction. Seven representatives tilt images (image contrast reversed) of this particle, and corresponding projections of the raw, intermediate, and final 3D reconstruction are displayed. (**C**) Two orthogonal views of the final 3D reconstruction (low-pass filtered at 8 nm). (**D**) 2D projections of final 3D reconstruction in the same view directions as in subfigure C. (**E**) The resolution of the IPET reconstruction was \~6.1 nm by FSC analyses (based on two density maps reconstructed from odd- and even-numbered tilt images). (**F**) 3D density maps of three IDL-antibody-IDL particles. (**G**) The same maps as shown in F overlapped with polyhedral models, which represent the overall shape of the IDLs. The densities arising from the antibody are shown in pink. (**H**) 3D density map of one representative IDL-antibody-IDL complex displayed at two different contour levels (high contour level in cyan and low contour level in gray); the antibody portion is shown in pink. (**I**) Three representative views of a targeted antibody particle. (**J--M**) The procedure of IPET 3D reconstruction of the antibody particle. (**N**) 3D density maps of five antibody particles displayed at two different contour levels (high contour level in cyan surface and low contour level in gray mesh). (**O**) These antibody density maps flexibly docked with the crystal structure of human immunoglobulin G1 antibody; the heavy and light chains are shown in blue and orange, respectively. Scale bars: 20 nm in A through I; 10 nm in J through O.](nihms-1517240-f0005){#F5}
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